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What It Was, Was Football.  Sort Of.

Say you're the owner of a new football team. Say you need help moving
tickets .  Say the Secretary of State is a friendly  sort offull- service Secretary of
State.  Wouldn't you get him to hawk tickets to the Skyhawks?  Why, sure you
would. And here you have it, an official State of North Carolina Department of the
Secretary of State tender  offer for  football tickets.

Of course ,  Secretary of State Rufus Edmisten told reporters  that the offer
wasn ' t made on real , official stationary,  but on a facsimile .  That's appropriate,
considering the Skyhawks' record . They' re pretty much a facsimile of a team.
Now, we don't know if Edmisten is just a facsimile of a Secretary of State, but we
do know this:  this memo is just a facsimile of a real Memorable Memo. If it had
really been printed on Secretary of State stationary, then it would have been a real
memo.

Speaking of which, if you've intercepted any real Memorable Memos lately,
just fade back, double pump, and let 'em fly-downfzeld on a post pattern right to
Insight.  Anonymity guaranteed, and no flags on the play.
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